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Social media is a lot like 

fishing… and the key message 

is your hook
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is your hook

� Your hook needs to be sharp and to 
the point

� It needs to be suitable for catching the 
right fish

� One hook is sufficient, no fish is going 
to be able to fit lots of hooks into its 
mouth at once

� It is the most important part of the 
fishing campaign – without it you 
catch nothing



Key messages can do lots of things, but they mainly fall within three categories.  How we craft 
our key messages depends upon what outcome we want to see happen. 

� INFORM
Tell you something new (We are closed today, We have a new flavour)

� INSTRUCT
Make you to do something (Book today, buy now, share this, follow me)

� INFLUENCE
Change your behaviour (Walk don’t run, Eat more salads, Stop smoking)
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expect it to do more than this.
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engage with – whilst avoiding those that 
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Our tribesOur tribes

� As a social animal we value our place in our selected tribes – with social media we can 
create our own tribe.

� We want to feel connected and part of something more than just us as individuals

� We all have strong values which we find difficult to challenge – these determine a lot 
about us and how we will behave/communicate

� We crave approval from our peers 

� We place labels on things to help us make sense of the world around us and to identify our 
tribe – we find labels comfortable and reassuring – until those labels are challenged or 
challenge one of our values

� We spend a lot of time judging people according to our own values.
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� Your social media key message should be aimed at someone

� It is very rare that a message will be for everyone

� What information does your service have about the people that use it

� Who are competitors targeting
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Matt’s tips for identifying your audienceMatt’s tips for identifying your audience

� Find out what information your service has on the customers that use it

� Remember, every time you speak to a customer is an opportunity to learn a little bit more 
about them.  Surveys can be a great way of finding out marketing useful information like 
newspapers read, shops used etc

� Try to ensure a central location to store this data so all colleagues can benefit – make your 
label map available to all and update it every time you use it.

� Check your audience regularly, things change

� You can collect emails and such from customers providing you make it clear that you may 
use those emails for marketing purposes – customers must have the option of opting out.  
These must be securely stored too.
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FacebookFacebook

• Digital Living Room

• Huge amount of information shared by 
people means that using it to target 
messages is very easy

• Most popular social media platform in 
the world – over 2 billion users worldwide

• Relatively cheap to advertise

• Good locational, demographic and 
label targeting
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� You can never go far wrong with Facebook

� Have a budget and keep to it – doesn’t have to be huge money either

� Be wary of PPC (Pay per click) advertising methods like LinkedIN – if you go viral you will 
use up any available budget pretty quickly without hitting your target audience

� Remember to check out videos on YouTube around using platforms – or remember the 
help function of the platform itself – they will want to help you get the most out of using 
their service

� You can use more than one platform per campaign, but the content may have to 
change
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Good things come to those that bait…Good things come to those that bait…
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• Does your image have a shelf life? 
(Remembrance poppies, lanyards etc)
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� People in the street or other public places have no expectation of privacy – that’s not to 
say you should just follow them around snapping images

� Children (under 18) should not be used in marketing materials unless permission has been 
sought from the parents – BUT… if a child appears in the background of an image in a 
public place – that is different, they are not the subject of the photo

� Permission forms for video/image use are available on mySCC – use them

� 10% Facebook rule – no image can be boosted if it contains more than 10% words – they 
prefer just plain images with the text in the text box (Makes it easier for them to monitor 
and verify)
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• Doesn’t matter if it’s your own phone.  
You can always email the images to 
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store

• Every opportunity you are able to 
capture some photos do it, makes much 
better sense to have a whole library you 
never use, than a campaign you can’t 
use because you don’t have one 
image.

• Themes to remember, location, time of 
day, season, animal/vegetable/mineral, 
people, urban, rural 

• Make them all authentic
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• Videos/moving images are a great way of 

getting attention to a post

• Human beings have an attention span of 8.25 
seconds

• You are asking the audience to invest some 
of their internet time watching your content

• More expensive to source than images
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� Keep them short – no-body is going to watch 15 minutes of anything

� Get your hook in straight away – no point having a video if it doesn’t drum home your 
message within the first 10 seconds

� Keep logos and such to the very end (if needed at all – nobody cares!)

� Quality doesn’t have to be amazing – but if the hook is in graphical form that must be 
clear, if its spoken that must be clear - this is bait to get your hook in – not to sell a video!

� Subtitles – almost all video on social media is auto started in silence so you must include 
subtitles, do not rely on YouTubes own.

� Authenticity is just as important with a video – San Diego Sally has never fostered children 
in Suffolk, so why pretend she has?
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nothing, if the website you’re sending your 

customers to is leaky and full of holes

• Imagine some of the worst web 

experiences you’ve ever had, would you 

use that product again?

• No point fishing if your keepnet is full of 

holes – patch those holes (or buy a new 

net) before you start to fish.

• Are your processes ready for customers?
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� Check your website with the Digital Content Team

� Follow your own journey from the social media post – did it break?
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Was it all worth it?Was it all worth it?
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� No such thing as silly questions – could be some silly answers tho

� Matt Woor – I am on LinkedIn so feel free to connect with me. 

� Appreciate any feedback about my performance – either by email 
(matt.woor@Suffolk.gov.uk) or if you prefer a review on LinkedIn ☺
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